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HOME IMPROVEMENT 

Wherein I work on projects around the house and listen to tapes on the boombox 

 
So the other bedroom in our house is supposed to be an office/ workspace. The computer 
is in there. Theoretically, it’s where we can work on videos, mix and burn music and 
assemble packaging for cd-rs, tapes, books, etc. It’s where this zine gets laid out. We also 
have a small couch with a pull out section for guests to sleep on. Arguably, the main 
purpose of the room though is to store almost all of our cd’s, cassettes, vhs tapes, and 
dvd’s, plus all sorts of other junk. The only recorded media that doesn’t get stored in there 
are the LP’s and the currently “in rotation” cd’s and tapes which are in the living room 
where the stereo is.  
 
The old shelving in the office was a mishmash of crappy street corner salvaged stuff and 
homemade shelves. It was an ugly mess, wasn’t all that well organized and wasn’t using 
the small space very efficiently either. Jen and I looked at some new shelving for that room 
but it was expensive. I figured if I tried my hand at custom shelving, it could be designed 
according to our own specifications and we could make it go from floor to ceiling almost like 
it was built in. Depending on materials I also thought I could do it for less than the cost of 
new bookshelves.  
 
Only thing was, I have never built bookshelves before and Jen wasn’t very confident in my 
carpentry skills. I told her I’d make one and she could approve it before I made the second 
one. I started looking around online for how this is done, and people were talking about 
using some pretty advanced joining techniques like mortises and tenons. Others talked 
about using sheets of birch plywood and adhesive edge banding. Then I came across 
some plans for using pine 1 x 10’s, and finish nails, and I thought, this is what I’m looking 
for. I changed the plan’s dimensions to suit the room, and then I went to Lowes and bought 
the straightest, least screwed up boards I could. I took it all down to the basement, popped 
some tapes in the boombox and got to work.   
 

BEFORE: 

 
 
Air Conditioning “The Ocean” (Callow God):  
I saw Allentown Pennsylvania’s Air Conditioning play once at BLD (with Dominic 
“Prurient” Fernow on drums) and they were pretty good, though they played a super short 
set, and honestly, they didn’t seem that into it. But since the kind of music they play is 
basically exactly my favorite kind of music, I was impressed. I’ve never seen a copy of 
either of their first two LP’s for sale, and I’ve heard differing accounts of their quality. Some 
say they are kind of weak sounding, others (mostly on noise message boards) say those 
two are their best ones. I picked up their album “Dead Rails” on Load Records and I 



personally thought it was great, but I heard some call it “disappointing”. Enter the very 
limited (100 copies) cassette “The Ocean” which came out last year on Jeff Witscher’s 
(Impreganable, Deep Jew, Rainbow Blanket, Secret Abuse, et al) Callow God imprint.. 
Unanimously called Air Conditioning’s finest moment by everyone who heard and 
commented on it, when I came across a copy at Apop records in St. Louis, I couldn’t help 
but pick it up. This tape does not disappoint. In fact, it’s fucking awesome. Air 
Conditioning play power electronics influenced harsh noise using traditional rock 
instruments and it’s heavy as fuck. One side starts off with a long bit of buzzing feedback in 
a sort of industrial noise style, and then after a few minutes, the drums crash in suddenly as 
do the brown out sludge sounds of bass and no riff guitar. Occasionally some deranged 
hollering crowds out almost everything else in the mix ala Ramleh or Whitehouse. It kind of 
reminds me of the long last track on Dead Rails (the almost groovy one) but even more 
drawn out and recorded in a garbage can sounding. It lets up just once, only to come in 
even more crazy and disorienting, basically one 20 minute long side of monolithic 
impenetrable sound. On the other side, Air Conditioning brings it like a series of ugly 
concussion bombs going off. At some point the music fades away to just a throbbing 
bassline and a bunch of yelling that sounds pretty good to these ears, and then the tape 
dies a slow death in some drumless shimmering morally bankrupt menacing end of line sort 
of territory. Very good.  
 
Biff Boff Barf “Self Titled???” Cassette (no label???):  
God, this is just a great tape from local punks Biff Boff Barf. Wasted Crew noisy hardcore, 
recorded as gnarly as possible at least partially in front of an audience (clapping, song 
intros, etc can be heard). Fast drumming, half riffs (tons of feedback and slop), and good 
for nothing vocal yelling throughout, the songs are guaranteed to fall apart and blend into 
each other when they’re not being abruptly cut off by samples or the sounds of a very angry 
party host kicking this band out of a show they probably weren’t asked to play in the first 
place…can’t be more than a c-10 either. Perfect. I love the song that starts with “Fuck 
everybody else…FUCK YOU GUYS!” and then lays down some seriously wrecked 
Sabbathian noise. Comes packaged in a hand colored paper sleeve with some pictures of 
someone crying and the words: “very strongly the desire to rip my skin off and pull my hair 
out and pull my face off”… 
 

Various pieces of wood leaning against the wall, and both finished shelves: 
 

 



More music from the Columbus Metropolitan Library: 
Electroacoustic and Computer Music CD’s (Part 1) 

 

 
 
Historically speaking, I’m not exactly sure what is meant by the term “electro 
acoustic music” as I usually think of it as an 80’s/ 90’s academic development in 
avant garde music, but I have seen some books that refer to even the earliest 
electronic music and musique concrete as electro acoustic, so as a genre 
identifier, the word may be more or less meaningless. For our purposes, the 
sounds here are mostly based around classical (i.e. orchestral and chamber) 
avant garde modes and instruments augmented by electronic and especially 
computer generated sounds.  
 
I don’t remember exactly what search term I typed into the online library catalog. 
I think it was either “computer music” or “electroacoustic”, but whichever it was, it 
brought up a bunch of stuff that I hadn’t noticed in the collection before. 
 
Robert Dick – Venturi Shadows 

 
I was familiar with Robert Dick from another one of the cd’s they have at the 
library, The Other Flute, which is excellent. It’s an experimental solo flute album 
focusing on sustained breath exercises and extended techniques. This thing here 
is much more ambitious and layered. On a lot of the tracks, Dick is joined by two 
or three other players or he overdubs his own playing to great effect. This finds 
them navigating far out tone zones more akin to electronic music where 
sometimes the sounds are not quite immediately recognizable as flute. The first 
song is a fucked up dorky soundworld of heavily processed flute doing battle with 
wild stereo panned midi computer sounds sampled by Neil B. Rolnick, a 
computer music guy who appears on a handful of these library cd’s. It sounds 
like slurpy arrhythmic tabla drums with a flute stuck in the middle. For a bit the 
flute disappears, but when it comes back, there’s two of em! Track two has a bit 
of wordless vocals thrown in to the breathy flute playing, and in the 
electroacoustic context, that is almost always the kiss of death, but actually 
sounds ok here. A few songs remind me of what I liked so much on The Other 
Flute, really spare, long sustained breaths, and unadorned exploratory playing. 
One track about half way through (“Recombinant Landscapes”) starts with some 
great sustained high pitched sounds, that are a bit difficult to listen to. The cd 
ends with “Time”, an almost 9 minute piece that starts off sounding like some sort 



of baroque Lord of the Rings thing as played by avant garde flute dronesters, 
moves through a middle section of quick multi tracked pops, sputters, and spits, 
and ends loudly close mic’d harsh noise black out style.   
 
Jean Claude Risset –  

 
Part of the “Digital Music Digital – Music with Computers” series on Wergo (out of 
West Germany), there are three pieces here composed between 1979-1985, and 
one that dates back to 1968. At first, this sounds like it could be on Venturi 
Shadows. First you hear some solo flute, but then its joined by lots of very 
computer-y sounding metal chime, digital bells, slow tones, etc. Before you know 
it, it’s all space wander and echoed oscillation. The 2

nd
 track is similar, 

supposedly for flute and tape, and the flute plays through the whole track. The 
third piece, “Computer Suite from Little Boy”, is the oldest one, and it has its 
moments, and some soaring synth drone parts that are cool, but also some pretty 
goofy ancient sounding drum machine parts and it often sounds more like a 
technology demo than a fully realized composition. The last and longest piece, 
“SUD” (from 1985) is fantastic. All the good stuff from the previous pieces 
resurfaces here in three movements. It starts out with natural sounds of water 
and birds, before going into Xenakis-y cricket like electronics and Black Dice 
ambience. 
 
 
Einojuhani Rautavaara – Cantus Arcticus  

 
This is the work of a Finnish composer written in the early seventies. The first 
piece on the cd and the title track is an ok orchestral piece that is notable for its 
inclusion of taped bird sounds. Sometimes the bird sounds lend a pretty abstract 
almost electronic quality to the recording, and other times it just sounds like a 
concert being given in an arctic forest or something. The main composer I’m 
aware of who used bird sounds is of course, Messiaen, but in his works he 
notated the the sounds different birds make and made the instruments mimic the 
rise and fall of those patterns. His organ works are recommended. I took samples 
too once of a bird sound LP that Jen brought home and I have a four track tape 
around of it that I’ve used during Face Place shows. Slowed down bird sounds 
can get pretty weird sounding. Anyway, the music here is kind of nicely somber 
but also pretty Disney in parts. The other two pieces on the cd are pretty straight 
forward classical pieces, and while I’m kind of into that, I’m more into the weird 
stuff, so I moved on before the last one finished, it did have a pretty nice opening 
section though.  
 
Steve Reich – Different Trains (Kronos Quartet) Electric Counterpoint (Pat 
Metheny) 
   
Most of this is pretty terrible in the way a lot of these cd’s are terrible. In the liner 
notes it says that Reich spent a lot of his childhood on trains going back and forth 
between NYC where his father lived and Los Angeles where his mother lived. 
This was around 1939 through 1942, and it occurred to him that as a Jew, had he 
been in Europe at that time that he would have been on a very different kind of 
train. So, Reich made and sampled recordings of voices talking about trains in 
America at that time and recordings about the trains the Holocaust survivors rode 
to the death camps in Germany. He selected and arranged snippets of dialogue 



from these recordings that could be equivalently notated for the music and then 
got Kronos Quartet to play it. It’s gimmicky shtick. The music isn’t so bad, serial 
sounding string music, but the vocals just sound so dumb. This is a problem on a 
lot of these cd’s and probably the wackest aspect of lots of “electroacoustic” 
music in general. Once you bring any sort of deconstructed poetry type stuff into 
the music, you are going to lose me. Reich himself says in the liners dated 
August 1988: “This piece presents both a documentary and a musical reality, and 
begins a new musical direction. It is a direction that I expect will lead to a new 
kind of documentary music video theatre in the not too distant future”. Whatever, 
dude. The other piece here is pretty NPR, but I kind of dug it. Layered and 
repetitive raga style guitar work by Pat Metheny.   
 
Beaver and Krause –In a Wild Sanctuary / Gandharva 

 
Two LP’s, originally released in 1970 and 1971 on Warner Brothers, compiled on 
one cd for a total of 19 tracks. This is one long no focus mindfuck of a cd made 
by two dorky hippy dudes in San Francisco named Paul Beaver and Bernard 
Krause. They call the tunes “sound trips”. Most feature Moog and/ or organ pretty 
prominently. The first song on In a Wild Sanctuary is a straight up fusion jam that 

ends pretty abruptly after 5 minutes, I kind of wasn’t into it at first, but then I 
totally came around. The next two songs couldn’t be more different than that one 
though. Slow burning Moog and church organ impressions, both are pretty 
minimal and way “spaced” (which is the title of one of them). Next up is some 
made in a castle sounding pre video game-ish music. It’s like there’s this wizard 
and he is eating some food with friends and there is a minstrel playing some 
renaissance faire stuff, and then a storm comes in and there’s another Wizard 
outside and he wants to throw down. This is the shit. Then you get some Kubrick 
sounding Monolith song from 2001 rip off and then some more hippy fusion jam 
stuff that is pretty cornball unfortunately. Then a rave up drum circle kind of thing 
with flutes that I liked. The next track is called “Walking Green Algae Blues” and 
is a pretty terrible Hammond organ and guitar blues thing with all sorts of field 
recordings in the background of people, animals, and water. The album ends 
with another great synth zoner. Gandharva starts with a super short almost 
Stockhausen-y glitchy Moog thing that segues into a building synth washout that 
blows right into another GREAT fusion jam called “Saga of the Blue Beaver”. 
They turn it right around though with the next one, an all Moog creep out 
apparently from work these guys did on the film Performance which I’ve never 
seen but always gets listed on “most fucked up movies ever” lists. Then its two 
terrible jazzy vocal numbers by two lady singers they were friends with.  Again, 
with feeling, these guys can’t sequence or edit their records for shit. The first one 
is kind of tripped out with effects, the second one is a traditional gospel number 
with a choir of singers. Gandharva is probably a better album than In a Wild 
Sanctuary, but this is the worst thing on either album. It’s right back into the 
creep zone with the next song though, an avant garde organ drone work that 
segues into the last few songs, four awesome smooth organ and dark sax songs. 
These songs were recorded live in a giant cathedral and the natural reverb 
sounds incredible. There are flutes and harps here, two saxophones, a little 
guitar, and of course, organ and moog. Each song gets progressively more and 
more spare, until the last track, “Bright Shadows”, just sort of fades away. It’s 
nice.  

 



Top Ten Zombie Movies and the Top Ten Jesus Movies 
 

By Matt Bush 
 

 
 

ZOMBIES  
  
Dawn Of The Dead (1978)  
Night Of The Living Dead (1968)  
Dead Alive (1992, a.k.a. "Brain Dead")  
Diary Of The Dead (2007)  
White Zombie (1932)  
Dellamorte Dellamore (1994, a.k.a. "Cemetery Man")  
I Walked With A Zombie (1943)  
Day Of The Dead (1985)  
Land Of The Dead (2005)  
Zombie (1979, a.k.a. "Zombi 2")  
  

JESUS  
  
King Of Kings (1927)  
The Last Temptation Of Christ (1988)  
King Of Kings (1961)  
The Gospel According To St. Matthew (1964, a.k.a. "Il Vangelo Secondo 
Matteo")  
Ben-Hur: A Tale Of The Christ (1925)  
Gospel Road: A Story Of Jesus (1973)  
Ben-Hur (1959)  
The Bible: In The Beginning... (1966)  
The Greatest Story Ever Told (1965)  
Jesus Christ Superstar (1973)  
 
 
Matt Bush is the curator of the 24 hour Zombie Jesus Movie Marathon, 
held annually on Easter Sunday at Skylab.                                      



                               
                                                                      
 
Beth Murphy created “Gettysburg Address” in 2004 using one packet of 
bubble letters. 



Handheld Recording 
By Tom Derwent 

 
 I was in a noise renegade duo with my good buddy D.J. Cathexis 
 back in 1996.We use to put our guitars in front of our amps and get 
 feedback and thrash hard for hours and hours in his parents garage. 
 His neighbors called the cops on us so many times but we didn't give  
 a fuck. We were on a mission .  
 
We eventually ended up going to recording school and thought we  
were tough shit. We didn't record many of our best moments on the  
4-track we had because we thought you had to have some high tech 
mixers and 2inch tape machines and all that bullshit.  
 
We did capture several highlights from then on our 4-track but  
I would say at least 80% of all the time we spent went up into thin air. 
We had a couple mics (probably hooked up) and I know we probably had 
a few tapes laying around but we just didn't think to record it. We didn't 
realize that all this crazy shit we were playing would be lost FOREVER. 
 
It wasn't until years later when I saw my friend Nelson Slater from 
Cincinnati walking around with a handheld tape recorder w/ him at all 
times. And he was constanlty recording all our jams and conversations 
and shows we played and shows we went to. Eventually then I realized 
that you didn't need any fancy fuckin' recording equipment. You don't 
even need any mics or a 4 track .You don't have to hook up a bunch of 
cords and shit and get your levels straight. All you gotta do is go buy a 
handheld cassette recorder. They have microphones built into them that 
automatically adjust to any situation. AND you won't end up killing the 
moment cause you needed to fuck around and hook up 
your mics and check your levels and shit.  
 
I realize that these handheld cassette recorders don't always sound 
crystal clear and sometimes it may sound like total shit but the thing is at 
least you won't lose all your precious moments. You'll still be able to get 
some kind of idea of what was going on at the time when you listen back 
to it later. And years down the road you'll have a pile of tapes 
documenting your life. Might wanna put some labels those fuckers too! 
                                                                      
 
"...the tape machine is an extension of my mortal soul "  - SUN RA 
 
Tom Derwent is in a bunch of bands (Swamp Leather, Moto Virus, Out There 

Dudes, AS:US, etc etc) and  runs Lost Treasures of the Underworld Records.  
 

Visit losttreasuresoftheunderworld.com for more info. 



“Its Just the Way I Feel About These Jamzz” 
 

 
 

by John from EMERALDS 

Editor’s Note: I hope this column, in which I ask a band to reflect on their discography, will become 

a regular column in the pages of Married Life. It is the inspiration for what was supposed to be the 
“Self Reflection” issue (maybe next time!). John asked me to edit this however I wanted as he didn’t 

“want to come off looking like an over-analysing self-indulgent prick” and though I did switch the 

order around, I have not edited out a single word, and I thank him for his response. 

2006: 

• Demo No.1 CD-R (Wagon)  

• Demo No.2 CD-R (Wagon)  

Demos number 1 and 2 were total experiments in equipment use, control and also in 

having a united front as far as an idea for the direction of the "project." We were listening 

to a lot of "extended vocal" jams and a lot of minimalist music. These cds are pretty 

weird, they’re both kind of different from each other in a lot of ways, but I guess I could 
classify them as being similar. 

• Media Murder 3" (Wagon)  

Media Murder is the weirdest Emeralds disc. Radios and vocals maybe?? I don’t listen to 

it, its too weird. 

• Annihilating Beers Lumberjack Style CD-R (Wagon)  

• Hidden Field 3" (Wagon)  

• Ursa Major CD-R (Wagon)  

Oh diamond shiners....the old Tusco Terror house down in Akron...this is when we got 

super locked in to our vocal stylings....we mastered it around this time, specifically on 

hidden field, a 3" that I am indeed proud of....lots of basement jams and unreleased vocal 

jams came from this era....after these discs came out we started looking to expand the 

way we made our jams before we ended up becoming repetitive. “Annihilating Beers 

Lumberjack Style”, while a good demonstration of what we were doing at the time, is not 

a document to be considered for our sound at this time. "Hidden Field" and "Ursa Major" 

more so, and "No More Spirits Over the Lake" even more. 



  

Also note, that NO EMERALD has a copy of "Ursa Major", there’s a killer "Hidden 

Field"-esque vocal jam that’s even LONGER than that three inch...I’d really like to hear 

it again. If you have one send it to me!! 

• Tusco Terror/Emeralds Born Blacked Out c26 (Tusco Embassy)  

• No More Spirits Over the Lake CD-R (Wagon)  

The Tusco Terror/Emeralds split is our first cassette debut. I love that tape, heavy wash, 

power drones...we were just getting into analog equipment and heavy electronic sound. 

Cool tape, wish it was dubbed in stereo, but it has a sort of naive quality to it that I love 

so much about other projects first releases as well, so maybe that’s a good thing. 

  

"No More Spirits Over The Lake" is still my favorite Emeralds recording (sans maybe 

"solar bridge") this is one of those recordings that I still can’t figure out how it was 

made/// very strange…recorded half at the infamous Ralph Hausmann manor on Lake 

Road for the first track, and then in Marks parents basement for the second one. That 

second track remains one of the most ominous, haunting and dark tracks we have 

done...the heart breaking resolution that comes in the last few minutes of the track, for 

me, is the best musical moment I have ever been a part of. Hopefully this sees vinyl 

release sooner than later. This is the moment where we found our "sound," no two ways 

around it. 

• Dirt Weed Diaries Vol. I CD-R (Maim and Disfigure)  

• Emeralds & Skin Graft Discipline CD-R (SKSK)  

• Bullshit Boring Drone Band (American Tapes)  

The Dirt Weed Diaries series are cool...at this point we were playing almost every other 

day and were just sitting on shitloads of unreleased material, so we started sending it 

down to Zac to release on maim and disfigure. Although the American Tapes cd-r is more 

like "No More Spirits Over The Lake" and recorded in the same session, it kind of recalls 

a higher fidelity version of some of our previous vocal/minimal work...I like this cd 

ALOT...it might be weirder than any of em. The emeralds skin graft collab was our first 

recorded collaboration with another musician, its so minimal because we were all so 
afraid to do ANYTHING...its pretty funny in hindsight...a pissed and twisted disc. 

• Tusco Terror/Emeralds X-mas Tape c40 (Tusco Embassy/Wagon)  

• Laying Under Leaves c30 (Wagon) 

2007: 

• A Row of Exposed Columns 3" (Chondritic Sound)  

The jam we did for Chondritic was done roughly around the same time that the "Laying 

Under Leaves" and "Vaporizer" jam was done. These tracks, aside from the Chondritic 

were us refining our density skills in the field of electronic meditations…The b side of 

“Laying Under Leaves” is a good example of this....as is “Vaporizer”...exercizes in 



control and form, almost so much that its stressful (i.e. "Vaporizer".) “A Row of Exposed 

Columns" is kind of a passage to our electronic sound combined with our older vocal 

stylings. 

• Allegory of Allergies c120 (Gods of Tundra)  

• Ledges CD-R (Gneiss Things)  

• Summer Tour Cassette split c62 w/ Birds of Delay (self-released)  

• Hallucinations 3" (Wagon)  

• Dirt Weed Diaries Vol. II CD-R (Maim and Disfigure)  

• Grass Ceiling c34 (Fag Tapes)  

• Queen of Burbank Vol. II CD-R (Broken Research)  

• Emeralds c30 (Hanson Records)  

Alrite. "Allegory of Allergies" "Forest Fires" (the ACTUAL name for the Hanson 

cassette, not SELF TITLED, don’t know what happened...the Tusco Terror cassette is 

also titled "Soiled Sheet" but the title never made it to that either) were recorded in the 

same sessions. The Hanson cassette has a lot of strange tracking manipulation, which was 

some of the first multi tracking ever for us. Very, very locked in as far as big long loops 

and heavy surveys of electronic zones…the Hanson tape was a "step up" for us, as well as 

a lot of the tracks from 'allegory" (i.e. "nereus (spirits over the lake)" "underwater 

mountains" "arbor del tule etc) these are among some of our most controlled and well 

flowing works. The split with the birds of delay, "Hallucinations" and  "Ledges" were 

done roughly around the same time. "Ledges" is a personal favorite of mine in our 

discography...it has a ton of emotional impact (second track) and the first and third tracks 

are very alienating, ominous....A lot of mystery in that disc...Steve did a great job with 

the art too, I think. “Hallucinations” is a fucked up 3"...all the 3"s seem to be that 

way...we almost used it as the "third track" for our “Solar Bridge” LP, but opted to keep 

it just the original tracks, with no bonus. “Dirt Weed II”, like the other one, was a series 

of tracks we were sitting on for a long time. "Grass Ceiling" was a good precursor to how 

we developed on releases like "Forest Fires" and "Allegory of Allergies," a little lower in 

fidelity, and a super abstract b-side as well...tape rules. "Queen of Burbank part II" is a 

nod to Debbie Reynolds, I guess. Steve just got a Novation bass station and was ripping 

on that thing HARD. Was a cool synth until it got fryed alyve, that track also has radios 

on it, which was the first time since "Media Murder". 

• A Real Clean Gang 2xc20 (Together Tapes)  

• What if God was on the Subway? Split c30 w/ Sunburned (Man Hand)  

• Smoke Signals c34 (Wagon)  

• Servant c26 (Wagon)  

"A Real Clean Gang" was recorded in the same sessions as "The Queen of Burbank pt. 

II" it just came out way later, so reference that era. Now "Smoke Signals", "Servant" and 

the Sunburned split, were all done in the same time period...by this time we had a lot of 

different gear, new electronics, new synths and we had a pretty good grasp on all of the 

aforementioned....a real comfortable zone that allowed for us to be able to change our 

sounds every couple of seconds...was cool to have tracks that constantly evolve as it goes 

as opposed to working towards some revelatory peak, particularly the track on that split. 



• Tour 2007 Split c30 w/ Sam Goldberg (Wagon) 

The split with Sam was a weirdie. i had just purchased a fried Arp and we needed to bust 

some tracks from our vast cornucopia of unreleased material...chopped three pieces out of 

a bunch of sessions....sounds like Mark is doing some COIL 

SEQUENCER INFLUENCED guitar riffage? Super odd and awesome to hear mark on 

that release. 

2008: 

• Bubble Quiet Complication Split LP w/ Quintana Roo (Arbor)  

• Vaporizer Split LP w/ Tusco Terror (Ecstatic Peace)  

• Planetarium c20 (Tapeworm Tapes)  

• Christmas Tape 2007 2xc30 w/ Tusco Terror (Tusco/Embassy)  

"Bubble Quiet Complication" was a track recorded shortly after the "Allegory" 

session…the first time we sat down to make a track with "THIS HAS TO BE ON 

VINYL" mindset, which we are now veeering away from. It turned out great for us, and 

we’re happy to have it as our first vinyl document...super electric, almost exploding with 

ambition. Tha vaporizer LP shouldn’t have happened. It came out too late and we were 

NOT STOKED on the track at that point. There a lot of different things we would have 

preferred on vinyl, but since the project was shelved for a year, it just came out too late. 

Wish we could have used a different track. I am grateful to have worked with Ecstatic 

Peace and all of that, no disrespect to them or anybody who has bought the record. 

"Planetarium" is a good one. Steve got a midi sequencer, which is ruling on those jams. I 

was in my "reverb on everything" phase, and Mark was tapping into his seeping and 

disappearing riff zone, which is a good zone. A lot of disappearing before you realized 

what even came type subtle guitar parts. Lots of clean stuff right up front, but you can’t 

even tell what’s happening in the mist. Confusing to the senses, but soothing somehow. 

The christmas tape for 2007 was a doozey. I had finally fixed the Arp and learned how to 

play it, Steve was making amazing riffs on the Moog and Mark had tapped into taking 

Tangerine Dream sequencers combined with Edgar Frose floating music parts. It’s got 
this sort of gloriousness to it, that I really like for this particular release. 

Upcoming: 

Our upcoming first full length release "Solar Bridge" is our best effort, and our greatest 

achievement as a band thus far. It was recorded in one night, live and improvised. 

Another record we couldn’t figure out how to put together so we sat down with the 

intention of making an LP. I am very proud of this. To me it sounds like life and death at 

the same time, the birth of the sun, the end of the sun, the sky falling in or floating away. 

All reality is bent. It has a sort of ambitious gloriousness to it as well, and it speaks to me 

very loudly about overcoming disappointment and failure. It actually destroys all 

disappointment and failure and misery in my mind. There are parts that are teetering on 

the edge of frustration, ready to cave in, but the tracks prevail in beautiful ways that I 
didn’t know any of us were capable of. 

 



KILLER SONG:  
 

 
 
Canned Heat’s “Goin’ up the Country”  
 
So I’ve been kind of obsessed with this song for the last couple of weeks ever 
since Jen did it at karaoke at Walt’s Lounge two Fridays ago and brought down 
the house. Afterwards, Steve (the karaoke guy) said “I bet next week you’re 
going to hear that one 3 or 4 times”. I’ve seen the Woodstock movie and this 
song is in it, and I recall their part in the movie being pretty stellar in a jammed 
out rave up sort of way, but I don’t really know much about Canned Heat and 

I’ve never heard an album.  
 
Still, I can’t get this song out of my head. I wake every morning for a week with 
the first two lines (“Goin’ up the country, baby don’t you wanna go…”) stuck on 
repeat. So, I reserve a copy of their “best of” cd at the library, and when it comes 
in, I go right to this song, and man is it KILLER! I still don’t know anything about 
Canned Heat, as there is virtually no info on the cd except song titles and writing 

credits, but they either have two vocalists or one guy who sings in two very 
different styles. Most of the singing is this sort of goofy Blues singer kind of thing. 
I mean, it’s a white dude trying to sound authentic and gruff and for what it is and 
the late 60’s context it’s passable and most of the songs are great. But about 20 
percent of the songs are either sung by the other guy or in a totally different and 
very unusual way. “Goin’ Up the Country” is one of them. I hesitate to call it 
falsetto, because it’s not at all obnoxious like most falsetto, and in fact, it’s pretty 
laid back, but it’s also kind of high pitched and fey. Sort of high lonesome 
sounding without the abrasion, and just kind of strange.  
 
This song starts out with the prettiest flute sounds I think I’ve ever heard in a rock 
n roll song. You get these great sort of relaxed flute lines and then before you 
can say anything, the song is off and running. I’m going to go out on a limb (I’m 
way out of my music history comfort zone here) and say besides Jimmy 
Hendrix’s rhythm section, the drummer and bass player in Canned Heat were the 
best there were in the mid to late sixties. Yea, this song is fast. The singing is 
fast, the drumming is fast, there are seriously a million notes and lines being 
played on the bass. It’s a furious song, but the singing is so beautifully laid back 
and the lyrics are fantastic. Check this out and read it slow like it’s delivered: 
 “Well, I'm goin' where the water tastes like wine. You can jump in the water and 
stay drunk all the time.” That right there is enough to make anyone want to go up 
country. There aren’t really any choruses so to speak, after all, this is boogie 
music, just more flute between bursts of words, and after a perfectly endless 2 
minutes and 50 seconds, you’ve got no more song. 



Astrologically Yours 
By Sarah Cathers 

 
Aries (March 21-April 19)  

Elton John  

Indian Sunset  
Oh great father of the Iroquois ever since I was young  

I've read the writing of the smoke and breast fed on the sound of drums  

I've learned to hurl the tomahawk and ride a painted pony wild  

To run the gauntlet of theSsioux, to make a chieftains daughter mine  

 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)  

Billy Joel (lyrics by Leonard Cohen)  

Light as the Breeze  
So I knelt there at the delta At the alpha and omega  

I knelt there Like one who believes  

And like a blessing come from heaven  

For something like a second I was cured, and my heart  

Was at ease  

 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)  

Barry Manilow  

Life Will Go On  

Go on and cry til you run dry it's alright  

go on and scream at broken dreams it's alright  

let sorrow have its day and when it's done life will go on  

 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)  

David Paich/Toto  

Africa  

The wild dogs cry out in the night  

As they grow restless longing for some solitary company  

I know that I must do what's right  

Sure as Kilimanjaro rises like Olympus above the Serengeti  

I seek to cure what's deep inside, frightened of this thing that I've become  

 

Leo (July 23-August 22)  

Whitney Houston  

Love is a Contact Sport  

Love is a contact sport You gotta move in time  

If you wanna do it right Here I am  

Love is a contact sport You gotta act untamed  

If you wanna play the game So grab my hand, SLAM!  

 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)  

John and Chuck Panozzo/ STYX  

Mr. Roboto  

You're wondering who I am-machine or mannequin  

With parts made in Japan, I am the modern man  

I've got a secret I've been hiding under my skin  

My heart is human, my blood is boiling, my brain I.B.M.  

So if you see me acting strangely, don't be surprised  
I'm just a man who needed someone, and somewhere to hide  

To keep me alive-just keep me alive  

Somewhere to hide to keep me alive  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Libra (September 23-October 22)  

Bryan Ferry/Roxy Music  

Jealous Guy  
I was trying to catch your eyes  

Thought that you were trying to hide  

I was swallowing my pain I was swallowing my pain  

I didn't mean to hurt you I'm sorry that I made you cry  

I didn't mean to hurt you I'm just a jealous guy  

 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)  

Dan Peek/America  

The Last Unicorn  

When the last eagle flies over the last crumbling mountain  

And the last lion roars At the last dusty fountain  

In the shadow of the forest Though she may be old and worn  

They will stare unbelieving At the last unicorn.  

 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)  

Tina Turner  

We Don't Need Another Hero  

Looking for something we can rely on  

There's got to be something better out there  

Love and compassion, their day is coming  

All else are castles built in the air  

And I wonder when we are ever gonna change it  

Living under the fear till nothing else remains  
All the children say  

We don't need another hero  

We don't need to know the way home  

All we want is life beyond the Thunderdome  

 

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)  

Rod Stewart  

Never Give up on a Dream  
Claim the road, touch the sun,  

no force on earth could stop you run.  

When your heart bursts like the sun  

never never give up on a dream.  

 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)  

Michael McDonald/Doobie Brothers  

What a Fool Believes  

But what a fool believes he sees  

No wise man has the power to reason away  

What seems to be  

Is always better than nothing  

There's nothing at all  

But what a fool believes he sees  

 

Pisces (February 19-March 20)  

Jon Bon Jovi  

I'd Die for You  

In a world that don't know Romeo and Juliet  

Boy meets girl and promises we can't forget  

We are cast from Eden's gate with no regrets  

Into the fire we cry  

I'd die for you I'd cry for you  
I'd do anything I'd lie for you  

You know it's true.  

 
Sarah Cathers lives and works in San Francisco and is a member of 16 Bitch Pile-Up 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
All photographs by Brooke LaValley.  

She lives in Athens Ohio and is looking for a job. 
 



From http://www.donewaiting.com/b oard/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=23024 
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john also  
 

Post subject: International Noise Conference - Skylab 4|20  

Posted: Tue Apr 22, 2008 2:05 am   
 
holy shit, this was one of the smoothest running fest's i've ever been a part of. it was on 4|20 and had 

no choice but to fucking rule . i'm not gonna proofread or really try that hard on this, but here's a 
recap.  

 

i woke up at about 10 AM on the floor of my room, in my clothes, not remembering quite what had 
happened the last 2 hours of the night before, and why my girlfriend was missing, and why i 

somehow wasn't covered with vomit. the last thing i remembered was yelling at psychedelic 

horseshit and finishing a handle of kessler...then it faded out...nothing but darkness. the night before 
had been the Ettrick show, prosanctus / sword heaven /dead child before that. i was already dressed 

so there was no need to shower.  

 
i got up and chatted with ettrick for a while, started smoking... Rat Bastard showed up at about 3 just 

at ettrick took off. the smoking continued.  

 
by 5 o clock representatives from most of the bands had showed up so  we entered all the band's (15 

of them total) names into a hat to determine the line up. we did this a few times, and sort of stuck 

with the order that came out. this was a lot of fun, kind of like bingo or the lottery or something, but 
instead of "B-14" it's "relentless corpse" or "sky corpse" or "peasant graves". we should do this for 

more shows.  
 

the first act was Quiet Pepsi. this is just matt busch playing the reed organ for about 10 minutes with 

his back faced to the audience. it was awesome, you could tell a lot of people were sort of 
uncomfortable and didn't know what to do. matt busch rules.  

 

next up was Sky Corpse. pretty sick name. these guys are sort of terrible, but they do have actual 
songs, and you can't really hate them because they're all sweet dudes, 

especially Matt Bills, who used to be really good friends with my old roommate and we sometimes 

chill and smoke weed. i watched a few songs and then went back to the front room to smoke more 
weed.  

 

Peasant Graves - I don't know what this dude's name is, but I've seen him around at some shows and 
i've don't think i've ever seen him talk. he's probably always thinking about death. i feel it. he played 

a pretty fucking doomed out set with his bass and a loop pedal or something, building up dark 

sounds and bass slides until it sounded like torture chamber music. i guess kind of like wolf eyes --- 
total downer vibe. sick. hope to see him play some more sets.  

 

chill for a while, and smoke some weed with *********. thanks, man.  
 

Twink Bully was up next. Twink Bully always plays behind a projection screen with nothing on it so 

you can see them, and takes gravity bong rips while they play. it's kind of a "fuck you" thing, I think. 
their set ruled - Aaron Klamut's drumming was awesome, he was wearing some kind of Pirate Outfit 

or maybe just a nice shirt (puffy shirt?) and tearing it up. these guys create some kind of wall noise 

shit but it's different than other bands i've seen, with dual guitars, nathen snell on synths and drums. 
hibb's and jaycees guitars are crunched out. their shirts are 5 dicks cumming on a pentagram. SICK!  

 



oh fuck! i took another bong rip and sat down behind the drum set to play a Biff Boff Barf set. I 

don't know if I should review my own set, but Lazer and Rope showed up just in time and Lazer 
projected some WC Fields and 70's porn on top of us, so it must have been sick. i rocked out pretty 

hard for at least 13 minutes. ask mark about it or something.  

 
next up was Jay Harmon and the Sprawl. Sorry I'm calling it "Jay Harmon and the Sprawl", I'm sure 

the other members wouldn't want that. I thought they were pretty cool but I couldn't really grab on to 

anything while they were playing, seemed kind of disjointed. cool video game glitch projections.  
 

god, i was so stoned at this point. pretty much all day long. done usually smoke that much weed but 

noise conference on 4|20 kind of changes things. i think about this time i wasn't really talking to 
anybody except for maybe Max, who was just as stoned as me. I sat in the front room and zoned for 

a while, and heard Face Place's set. It was pretty awesome, what I heard of it. I wish I'd have payed 

more attention to this one because Jen and Mark always bring that real Wizard Castle steez!  
 

Larry Marotta and David Reed's set brought me out of my chair, and I'm glad I checked it out. These 

two dudes have been on the noise/weirdo scene for a long time, and it shows. a totally far out set, 
Dave Reed brought the ice howls and Marrota played a lap steel guitar - the first time i've seen him 

perform on anything but an acoustic. fucking killer. if this combo ever happens again check it out, i 

hope someone recorded this!  
 

on to the back room for Hasan and my brother, Ben. Hasan started out wailing on his sax and did it 

alone for at least 3 minutes, which got me sort of worried because Ben is always super reluctant to 
play shows and I thought maybe he was just gonna sit there the whole time and not play. but when 

he crashed in it was perfect - killer drums/sax free jazz for about 5 minutes, then hasan stoped and let 

ben solo for a while. ben always blows me away even though i used to listen him practice for hours 
every day, i'm still not tired of seeing him play. his arms look like rubber. play more shows ben!  

 
oh shit, more weed, by this time the place is pretty fucking packed and the pot is really getting to my 

head --- i don't know what to do with myself....then Relentless Corpse solved my problem with a 

couple of suitcases full of harsh ass noise, this shit was pretty rockin', if i remember correctly there 
were some vocals too. fuck yes. feel the doom.  

 

after nine bands, i needed sort of a break...or something...or someone to talk to? no. all social skills 
totally obliterated by this point, nothing to do but smoke more weed - so i didn't end up seeing Social 

Junk, but I heard they were rad and their drummer was really good.  

 
OK, finally dark outside at this point. Getting really rowdy now, feeling better, drink drink smoke 

smoke ---- Psychedelic Horseshit time. I just saw them the night before, but this time matt had a 

bigger band. I had to run to eric's car to get some batteries. but when I got back they were jammin on 
some pretty groovy shit. Ross, who played in the Sprawl, was on a keyboard and suddenly busted 

out this fucking AWESOME keyboard solo. WHOA. where the hell did that come from?!? that was 

a total highlight, sounded like the zombies or something. shit yeah.  
 

then, suddenly, I decide to play sax with the Out There Dudes, who have no idea what they're going 

to play, I hook up my shit and start to jam out loud as hell. i started to really lose my mind. fuck 
everything - fuck you - no one really knows what the fuck anyone is doing anywhere ----- that shit 

went on for a while. by the end i was sweaty and mad as hell...a good release but i was still full of 

energy and then Rat Bastard and the fucking Laundry Room Squelchers turned on their shit. If 
you've never seen the squelchers, it's basically a giant fight with a bunch of amps. like, rat's got these 

4 mid sized amps connected  to some blasting rave/trance/noise shit with strobe light on, and 

everyone throws them around and jumps on each other and it's a fucking insane madhouse. it ruled. 
Aaron Hibbs was squelching with them and at one point had two amps in his hand and threw one on 

me,  so i grabbed it and started to really freak out. mosh pit with amps. crawling on the floor. 

fucking wasted.  
 

rat bastard rules, the world is fucked, great noise fest. wish i'd have made it to cleveland tonight to 

see it again, instead i'm stuck here writing this shitty review.  



From Doug Elliott’s blog at: 
http://populationdoug.blogspot.com/2007_04_01_archive.html 
 

 
 

Find a Place In Your Heart for David 
Crosby...Snorting Blotter Vol. 2 

 
It's taken me 27 years to come to the realization that David Crosby is a 
genuine American badass . Funny thing though, what pointed me 
towards this revelation wasn't the fact that he co-founded one of the most 
influential bands of the 60's in the Byrds or his underrated work with 
CSN /Y (those first two records sound great right now, sue me!). It wasn't 
that amazing mustache that he's been rocking since '65 or his artificial 
insemination of a famous lesbian rocker or even that awesome footage of 
his arrest during those cracked-out rock-bottom 80's. Sure, all of those 
things add to the enigma of David Crosby, a man who more than anybody 
else in popular culture has reflected the ups and downs of this country 
over the past forty years. What really knocked me out about this guy is a 
record I stumbled upon in the dollar bins at Used Kids called If I Could 

Only Remember My Name, Crosby's only solo record from his prolific early 
era.  
 
I'll tell you right now that you don't have to be a fan of Crosby's other 
bands to appreciate what's here on If I Could Only Remember My Name , 
although the record, released in 1971 does bear a resemblance to CSNY's 
Déjà Vu in sound as it shares many of the same players and guests, 
including members of the Grateful Dead and Jefferson Airplane. But this 
is Crosby's first "whole" vision on record, one where he called all the 
shots and wrote all the songs, as far as he remembers. And no Stills, that 
hack. The mood is down and out, with little hope. Although mellow 
throughout, Crosby's sounds as if on the verge of a nervous breakdown, 
with every song basking in a post- Altamont , acid-comedown glow, full 
of paranoid tales of murder, despair and battles lost.  



The eight-minute long "Cowboy Movie" sets the tone, with a mid-tempo 
rhythm that betters Crazy Horse and guitar leads better than Neil's as 
Crosby mutters a Mansonian ballad. It's On the Beach before Mr. Young 
began writing that record, and I'm sure that Neil was a proud friend upon 
hearing this collection of stunners. Elsewhere you get the classic 
"Laughing", a rich folk-rock tune embellished with slide guitar and multi-
tracked vocals. And there's the strange "What Are Their Names", an 
outright political calling-out where you can practically hear Crosby give 
up and stop caring half-way through the song. A few other tracks veer 
into an interesting jazz/folk/harmony fusion, with Crosby's subdued 
freak flag consistently permeating the mix.  
 
It really is something to absorb this album a few times and attempt to 
relate to what he was going through at this point in his life. You hear 
about so many records documenting the end of the 60's, the death of the 
flower generation, but this is one of the few works of this nature I can 
take seriously. The record bizarrely ends with Crosby layering echoed 
tribal chants, and its impact on the listener is unusual. Does it represent 
a new age for the man, a push away from society? We all know his story 
by now, but it makes you wonder what types of demons are being 
exorcised.  
 
I guess its high time we all re-evaluate Crosby's masterpiece, as it seems 
Rhino has issued a deluxe edition with a bonus track, fancy mixes and 
extra video footage. Whether the masses embrace this as a lost classic is 
anybody's guess, but this record is out there in the new racks and the 
dusty bins of stores across the country for you to hear. I have a feeling 
Crosby finds great joy that this record is destined for positive re-
evaluation, as it's evident in the music that he was more than a little bit 
misunderstood and, strangely a little bit ahead of his time. I never 
would've guessed.  
 
Posted by Doug at 6:58 PM  

 

 
 
 

Doug Elliott is one of the best dudes living in Columbus. We’re all going to miss him when 
he moves to NYC at the end of the Summer. He’s promised an overview of The Clean’s 90’s 
output for the next issue… 



 

 

From Britt Brown’s “Falling Into Fields of Magnetic Tape” 

Column at  http://deathbombarc.com/cassettegods/  

Falling Back In Fields of Tape  
 

Everyone stuck in the “music amassment” mentality (aka lifelong bullshit collecting) must deal with 

their own crates of crap in their own way. I’ve been at friends’ apartments where every single paint-
encrusted 3” CDR they owned was delicately arranged on pristine display shelves, and of course the 

opposite methodology is PLENTY common (pack-rat sloth piles of dirty cardboard boxes filled with 

cracked tape cases and random flyers). Our lifestyle falls somewhere between the two. But one 
nagging obsession I struggle with is that I despise owning a piece of music that I’ve never found the 

time to listen to, from start to finish, at least ONCE. I hate the idea of some friend chillin in our 

living room, grabbing some random gross C10 from a stack of junk, and being like  “What’s up with 
this tape? I heard it was good,” and I have no answer for them cause I’ve never jammed even one 

second of it EVER. Why own an object if you’re never going to engage even the foggiest 

relationship with it? It’s like those cartoon posers who stock their shelves with classic literature 
tomes just to look brainy to guests.  

 

That said, even when I do give each tape its moment in the sun so to speak, there’s a certain 
class/strain of CS that – due to its vagueness, mystery, or literal lack of information – totally defies 

my memory’s attempts to grasp it.  Maybe other Cassette Gods readers out there can relate to this 

phenomenon? Tapes that, every time I’m like “wait, what the fuck is this?”, I draw a blank trying  to 
recall what the hell it’s all about. So, though this is probably a weak column thesis, I wanted to re-

approach some of these mystery tapes and re-try to nail them down in my mind. Without further 

annoying preamble:  
  

TOP 10 TAPES I CAN  NEVER FUCKING REMEMBER WHAT THEIR DEAL IS  

 

1. Clear Light Funeral “Realtime Motherfucker” (Postneo)  

Had this tape since at least 2002, when I first met Jean-Paul/Loopool (Postneo  was his old label), 

and have definitely thrown this on…4 times in my life? I  think I recall him explaining this was a 
shortlived bedroom-industrial improv  band he was in? Yeah, the label says it was recorded in 2000, 

and there’s dumb song titles like “The True Truth” and “A False Lie” and the tracks veer from shrill 

8-minute keyboard goth-punk with hoarse crusty screaming on top to  plodding 4-track drum 
machine lounge pop? Occasionally it sounds like shoddy covers of the soundtrack to that sick NES 

game “Maniac Mansion.” That ring a bell with anyone? Shit ruled. This kinda does too, though it all 

sounds so  highly accidental and fuckaround-y that even calling Clear Light Funeral a  “band” seems 
somewhat misleading.  

 

2. Warmer Milks “Tiger” (Husk/Blood Red Cassettes)  

For some reason I’m always under the impression I’m into this band but then whenever I actually 

listen to one of their recordings I’m like, “What was I  thinking?” I’ve done some research into this 

persisting delusion of mine and my current theory is that I made the mistake of grabbing a copy of 
their “Tendertoe Blues” CS a few years ago and it’s this totally fucking flawless psych bonfire  that 

builds and grooves in the best possible way, and so now I keep expecting  them to have a connection 

to that sort of style/approach, and they totally  don’t. It seems like they’re really into doing whatever 
the fuck they want whenever they fucking want, which – while cool as a life philosophy – sometimes  

translates in music terms to them releasing bafflingly meaningless wastes-of-everybodys-time  like 

“Tiger.” A 1-sided C30 of boring amp feedback with a guy yelling boring,  incomprehensible who-



knows-what over the last half. If this kinda thing was done at some ear-splitting volume maybe it 

could achieve a garbage-void vibe that, though still shitty, might be likable for its sheer grossness. 
But the middle-ground-ness of this thing makes me think of Phil Blankenship’s genius piece of 

wisdom (uttered, I believe, in description of the Yellow Swans/Cherry  Point collab CD): “Not for 

fans of music.”  
 

3. Nervoid “How to Pull the Wool Over Your Own Eyes” (Black Velvet Fuckere)  

Classic example of a  tape-I’ve-owned-forever-but-have-zero-idea-how-it-even-came-to-exist-under-
my-roof.  I’ve never ever heard of Nervoid apart from the name typed on the spine of this totally 

oddball C60. Black Velvet Fuckere is that Louisville, KY mysterio label  that puts out Virgin Eye 

Blood Brothers stuff every once in a while but that  doesn’t help explaining what in the world this 
hour of bizarro tape recorder  diary blurts is hoping to convey. Some tracks are like a person 

dropping thumb tacks on a microphone, others are obvious tape manipulation snippets, later  

“pieces” barf and fart inane casio sound FX in some sort of half-organized  progression. Most of the 
songs (they have individual titles, needlessly) are under a minute, and all of them are bedroom 

tinkering of the most private and esoteric nature. The cover image is a photocopied photo of a gate, 

as if to say  “KEEP OUT. DON’T LISTEN TO THIS.” Nervoid gets points for giving his CS an  
accurate title though I guess. Wool? Eyes? Can’t see shit? Check, check, and  CHECK.  

 

4. Heart Stopping Drums of Passion (Glaciers of Nice)  

I may have gotten the ‘band’ name wrong, and the label, and everything else, but  that’s kinda why I 

included it on this list. Totally left-field C25 of  Luke/Lucky Dragons and someone else (his 

girlfriend I assume) playing peppy,  pastoral David The Gnome-style flutes in a few different 
modes/moods (with not a  single drum – of passion or otherwise – in sight/sound!!). I think the only  

reason I bought this thing was cause the tape itself was all fancily handpainted  in this gorgeous, 

intricate way and when I asked David Kramer (of Family, where  I got it) what the tape sounded like 
he didn’t even look up from his internet  surfing, he was just like, “Oh, I dunno…I don’t think 

anyone here’s even  listened to it.” Strangely that sort of functions as a fitting description. This  
definitely falls into the “didn’t need to be documented” genre of recordings,  but hey, it’s a free 

country, yr allowed to play goofy flutes all day long. You  can even record it for no good reason and 

sell it to me for five bucks. I’ll buy  it.  
 

5. Ladderwoe “Rowboat/Virgins On the Water” (Bone Tooth Horn)  

Pure question mark action from this focused, cultish East Coast CS label. I have a lotta tapes on 
Bone Tooth Horn and they all freak me out and leave me confused  about what I just listened to. Plus 

they all have near-identical artwork and lettering so I end up never being able to tell any of them 

apart. This one is a particularly unsettling chunk that gets lodged in yr ear and makes you feel  
disgusting. I don’t know who/what/where Ladderwoe are or what their deal is but this C24 keeps me 

in perpetual confusion. Strangely plucked guitar and no-fi  whisperings that grossly erupt into 

screechy vomit vocalizations/convulsions,  then sputter and die out in a creepy-crawl of fretboard 
psycho-fingering. Both sides leave me really hard-pressed to describe what the fuck this even sounds  

like. Hence its inclusion here.  

 

6. Treble “Scronk!” (No! No! No! Tapes)  

If anyone else out there has a copy of this, let’s hang out. This is like the perfect/Platonic form of the 

Mystery Tape ideal. Bought it at a Goodwill in 2002  on a break from work solely because it was 
covered in thick, hand-applied neon  pink paint and had an insert printed on transparency rambling 

about Lester Bangs  and no-wave music. Says it was recorded in 1994 at “Kenny’s Plumbing and  

Supplies, Sun Valley, CA,” which is obviously awesome. Now that I’m thinking about it I believe 
one time I mentioned this tape to Bobb he had a theory it  might be a historic/ancient David Scott 

Stone project possibly. If so: SMALL WORLD! Anyway. It’s basically two trebly (hello band name) 

guitars skronking  little string patterns together while a wacky pitch-shifted Chipmunks-style  voice 
sing-songs along with the anti-melody. Utterly bizarre and isolated and annoying in a pretty likable 

way. This CS set in stone my policy to always buy any/all handmade tapes I come across at thrift 

stores.  
 

 

 



7. Hourible [sic] (no label?)  

This CS is so brutally and relentlessly vague it almost should be disqualified from the 
column/competition cause the other tapes at least put their band names  on the J-card somewhere. 

But there’s no rules to this lawless list so I’m keeping it in the running. Ok. I think Carlo/Audiobot 
gave me this tape when Robedoor was in the UK, or…wait. I think deep in the beer/weed haze of 

Colour  Out of Space ’06 Carlo dragged some drunk Belgian dude up to me and was like  “You gotta 

hear this guy’s shit, duuuuuude!” and forced me into trading tapes  and this was what he gave me. 
There’s writing on the spine and inside flap but  it’s in a crazy cursive script and covered in black 

scribbling and I can’t make  it out at all…it almost looks Arabic? The audio is a totally mystifying 
garbage can kaleidoscope of pre-programmed keyboard organ notes and pitch-shifting  oscillator 

noises panning back and forth in a hopelessly perplexing way. It also goes on forever, a full stuttery 

hour of drunk-as-fuck electronics rolling  around on the floor. I give up.  

 

8. Spiral Jetty “Walkabout” (Buried Valley)  

Hadn’t jammed this lost classic since summer of ’06 and I was totally blanking  on what the freak it 
even sounds like so thought I’d include it here. Roy’s pre-Changeling project, the “deleted” first 

Buried Valley release. Not unlike his “Light Cones” double CS recorded a couple months later, this 

is from the Tatum headspace that was all about slow-motion keyboard loop-hypnosis, before  his 
bummer-blues space-guitar transformation. It’s just a 1-sided C20 so there’s not a lot to sink yr teeth 

into, but what’s here is cool, raw reverby meditation  music of the lonely apartment variety. Droney 

daydreaming that floats from yr  mind the moment you turn off the tape deck.  

 

9. AK’OO [sic] “One 2 iii” (no label?)  

Wow. Another one in the VIOLENTLY unknown sector of our cassette collection.  Zero notion 
when this came into my possession, and by what means. It’s just another spraypainted-to-shit no-info 

CS with a peeling square of spray-glued art  on the cover with an illegible hotmail address hidden 

under some shitty line  drawings. Aesthetically it falls loosely in the brainfried electronics obscurity  
terrain staked out by Black Velvet Fuckere or Lieven (during mid-era Imvated)  but I could be 

totally wrong. Foggy samples of drums or keyboards wander in  circles while mild machine noise 
growls from the shadows once in a while. This fucker feels endless too, rambling on and on until you 

eventually get distracted  and stop paying attention – thereby ensuring it forever remains a classic  

“mystery tape” of the precise style I’m profiling here. See how this works? This one will resurface in 
5 years on a list just like this, it’s impenetrable.  

 

10. M Ax Noi Mach/Lone Tree (Breaking World Records)  

George sent us this what feels like a million years ago and I  didn’t understand it then and I guess I 

still don’t. Lone Tree must’ve broken up  or something cause I’ve never heard of them other than 

their 15 minutes of  mindfuck fame here. Bewildering bedroom barf teamwork captained by toy 
piano  plinks and numb mixer noise and the sound of a bike chain shaking in the toilet.  Totally 

pointless in a way that’s totally beyond the point. Maybe not music? I’m  in no position to make a 

call like that but the thought crossed my mind for a  second. The M Ax…etc side blows the game 
wide open by actually upstaging Lone  Tree for pure null-and-voidmanship. Tapes are played and 

rewound for reasons  unclear to the listener, there’s muttering, noise squiggles in a  gastrointestinal 

fashion, someone imitates a stuck pig, confusion reigns.  There’s one out-of-character section of the 
jam with a cheesy budget reggaeton  beat that might get mistaken for intentional musicality but then 

they drop it  out and get back to the business of pure weird. This is all either going way  over my 

head, or way under my ass. If there’s even a difference anymore. 

  

 

Britt Brown lives in Los Angeles is one half of the brains 
behind Not Not Fun Records. 

 
 
 

 



Thomas Function/ Pink Reason/ Outer Spacist 
April 17th, 2008 at the House of Pleasure  

by Laura Bernazolli  
 

 
 

Man, I got SOOOOO wasted at that house party a few weeks ago.  Which is 

understandable, because it was at my house.  Which is also unfortunate, cuz I'd like to tell 

you about it. I still got a couple extremely hazy good memories to share witcha.  

  

My friends in Outer Spacist aren't really fanatical Mormons, but it's hard to tell from their 

band.  Their entire musical output is based on appropriated Mormon mythology, and 

their  stage names--yes really--are all taken from Mormon leaders of note.  Of course they 

owe a lot of their appeal also to the mightily eccentric personality of singer Steve 

Broeder.  Spazzing out to his bandmates' tough psych-b(l)ooze, he rants about the 

Buckeyes, outer space (naturally), building a new Mormon holy land (naturally ... I 

guess), and riding his bike.  OK, so tonight, maybe not as tight as I've heard 'em before.  

But, y'know, it's a house show, so they're allowed to get loosey-goosey like that.  

  

Then Pink Reason played.  What was the lineup this time ... if memory serves me (and it 

rarely does), it was the Ryan Jewell/Matt Horseshit/Rich Horseshit version.  SUCH a 

fucking bummer man.  Just kidding, they were awesome as always.  But yeah .... kind of 

depressing ... my sister's friend had to leave early because, as he said, "That band was, 

like, KILL YOURSELF, Tim.  Just fucking end it already!"  On a really good night, 

Kevin WILL make you want to kill yourself, and I mean that only as the highest 

compliment, of course.  

  

Thomas Function arrived fresh off the road at midnight, maybe later, having just 

completed the 12-ish-hour drive from NYC.  They seemed tired as shit, but they fucking 

LAID IT DOWN!  So goddamn tight, with our and-I-use the-term-loosely PA, 

in a tiny room with bodies crowding in on them from every angle ... I doubt they could 

even hear one another, but with a fervor bordering on the gospel (and I don't use the word 

"gospel" lightly) they continued to knock out one tightly executed, polished pop gem 

after another, including the insta-classic (and I don't use the term "insta-classic" lightly) 

"Relentless Machines."  Thomas Function take that title to heart.  Looking around the 

room, you could see everyone getting their dance on, from the oldsters to the fresh-faced 

youngins who showed up late on a school night and stayed past their bedtimes.  TF kept 

the groove going until, I presume, they collapsed from exhaustion--I actually collapsed 

drunkenly into bed before the end of their set.  Gotta learn to pace myself at these house 

shows.  Damn. 
 

Laura Bernazzoli is a true patriot living in Columbus OH. She believes in supporting the American 

economy by drinking a shitload of cheap domestic beer and buying lots of 7"s by your local guitar 
wielding Idiots. 



 

 


